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My best stories and narrations



My fundamental thanks to those who live all the 

processes of my life, my family: to my wife Eliana, 

who always understand and patiently respect my 

immersion for hours between books, leaving other

pleasures for later, for example, the Sunday walk 

or the summer ice cream. To them my infinite 

thanks for your understanding and support.

To my parents and to our productive talks and 

useful life advice, where I often took refuge 

pleasantly.

To my brothers, of whom I have learned a lot, who

unwittingly infected me with the passion for 

writing

To the work friends who trusted me to carry out 

the knowledge and translate them into books

To the acquaintances, to their questions, concerns

and demands, that they have taught me so much.

To all those entrepreneurs who fundamentally 

taught me that dreams with action are productive 

realities.

To my clients, who every day allow me to work in 

order to elaborate better products

To all of you who invest their time in reading 

these ideas, thank you very much for being there, 



and welcome

My best stories and narrations



1 The old man and the dog

2 The accursed treasure hunt

3 The storm on the lost island

4 Lost in the jungle of death

5 Return to the island of terror

6 Terror in the old house
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The old man and the dog



Copacabana is a small town on the shores of 

Medellin Colombia, with a warm but at the same 

time winter weather at many times of the year, 

had a brief but glorious time of settlements and 

neighborhoods that grew along with their 

companies. But I'm getting ahead of myself; our 

story begins even earlier, when Copacabana was 

nothing more than a piece of land whose name 

did not even appear on the map.



 


